BAL BHARATI PUBLIC SCHOOL: ROHINI
BBPS/R/PTA/17/

25 October, 2017

Dear Parents,
Safety of students has always been the top priority with school administration and the school is taking all possible
measures to ensure the safety & security of students. It is a matter of concern that there are about 74 vans that
are plying on various routes. Though students travelling in private vans are parents’ responsibility, however to
streamline the dispersal, van numbers have been issued by the school to the van drivers and van wise list of
commuters has been prepared, the van drivers pick up the students from the school playground from Gate No-3,
however managing around 1000 van users at dispersal time is a challenge. Appointing a ‘Parent In charge’ for
each van seems to be a good solution. Following parents are already assisting the school in this area. Interested
parent can contact the following parents to volunteer help1. Ms. Vijaya m/o Eva Jha (V B) - 9015524282
2. Ms. Vibha Jain m/o Siddhi Jain (V B) – 9654505019
3. Ms. Tina Sehgal m/o Nupur Sehgal ( V C) – 9811297942
4. Ms. Shairy Jaggi m/o Tushar ( VI D) – 98994610111 & 8860384384
Please note that it is mandatory for all van drivers to submit police verification document to school. Till this
date, the school has not received any police verification data. All parents must ensure the following The van driver has police verification and a copy of the same is deposited with school.
 The van is not over boarded.
 The van driver does not indulge in rash driving.
 The van driver does not use abusive language.
 The van driver drops students timely in the morning and must ensure that students enter the school
premises safely.
 The van driver picks up students timely from school playground and takes them safely under his
supervision to the van.
Parents are expected to talk to van drivers as well as to their wards to ensure compliance of all
aforesaid points.

GEETA GANGWANI
Principal

